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ALL INDIA BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED 

EXECUTIVES ASSOCIATION 

CALCUTTA TELEPHONES 

Key note address by the Circle Secretary placed in the open session of 6th Circle 

conference of AIBSNLEA, Calcutta Telephones Circle held on 22nd September,2017 at 

Swami Vivekananda Auditorium, Moulali Yuba Kendra, Kolkata. 

Respected President, Our beloved Director (HR&FIN) Smt Sujata T Ray madam, chief guest 

of this function, guest of honor ,our CGM Sri S.P.Tripathiji, our CHQ President com S. 

Sivakumarji, our beloved GS com Prahlad Rai ji, Senior officers & dignitaries of our circle, my 

fellow circle secretaries of sister unions & associations, invited guests, and my dear 

comrades, 

It is customary to highlight the problems of the members in the key note address, 

placed in the open session of unions& associations conferences, but today in the present 

scenario of BSNL, particularly at Kolkata, it may perhaps will not be proper to give more 

importance to our cadre problems than the problems related to BSNL financial viability. 

Though our respected CGM took the charge of this circle more than one year ago still I 

prefer to highlight only some major problematic issues of Calcutta Telephones concerned. 

Viability of BSNL 

BSNL is trying for its revival but CTD has now become one of the most worst circle 

within the country. The revenue earning is declining regularly though as per last year the 

loss reduced by 77 crores. Being a responsible Association we cannot avoid our role to fight 

back in the right way. The main constraint of losing the customer base is our service, We 

can not provide standard service in CTD for the following reasons. 

i) Formation of proper contact labour policy- otherwise we are losing our working hours, 

man powers and man days due to agitation, gherao and cessation of work. 

It is the fact that total maintenance and repair fund allotted to CTD is utilized for the 

contract labour bill. Hence the actual maintenance is being hampered. We are offering job 

contract to the vendors, but maintaining the labour rules as framed by the RLC. Therefore 

our executives have no other alternatives to sign the erroneous job contact bills every 

month. In the recent past our CTD Management enhanced the unit rate as per direction of 

RLC & after that the fund is being delayed in every month. 
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ii) Still CTD is earning 63% revenue from Landline &Broadband i.e. from CFA.  

  Our internal equipments (exchanges) are upgraded regularly with the development 

of technology, E10B/OCB to EWSD then to NGN but our UG and external network which 

was laid about 25-30 years back remain unchanged. The condition of the UG Cables, 

Cabinets, Pillars/DPs are miserable due to over jointing and totally not matching with the 

new technology. Still there are huge paper core cable in our UG Network. OFC Cables are 

also very old and not supporting with GPON Service. 

iii) Unplanned expenditure like IPTV, installation of DLC exchanges /WLL CDMA equipments 

and service and then withdrawal of it, causes huge loss of money. 

iv) Standardization of BTS rent policy should be done as per valuation of the respective 

place and maintenance of BTS is to be improved more. 

v) FRC of Rs, 6/- and 7/- (low value) were withdrawn, now one sim in CTD is to be sold at 

least for Rs. 59/- ( Rs. 10 + 49) which has a bad impact in the marketing of CTD. CTD, which 

has been praised by BSNL. Co-office for achieving more than the target but failed to achieve 

target in the last month. 

vi) Most of the Customer Service Centers are not well equipped with cash collection 

centers etc. One window concept is to be introduced in all CSCs with proper staff strength. 

Recently all the CSCs are open in Sundays and holidays, but without proper publicity, the 

attendance of the customers are very poor and if compensatory off is allotted for the 

holiday duty then it is nothing but the loss of the man days.  

vii) External /Marketing/Mobile and Transmission wings are to be strengthened with 

rearrangement of staff, particularly with the executives because after installation of NGN 

the work of the internal section was minimized. 

ix) Poor GSM Service - Still the GSM service in Calcutta Telephones, particularly 3G Service 

is very poor. Maximum customers surrendered the BSNL Sim just after using for one month, 

hampered BSNL growth and revenue.  

x) Shortage of stock and non-stock items. Scarcity of different low range PIJF Cables like 

10/20/50 pairs and TSF Kits also hampered the maintenance of the LL and BB Services.  

 Mental Boost up of Executives  

We know that if the staffs are mentally boost up, the working atmosphere will be 

more developed. But in our CTD most of the executives are over burdened with two/three 
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charges and always suffering with fear psychosis. We firmly believe that DIES NON is not 

the solution for increase of revenue. If the same CTD Executives are successful in EB and 

S&M Section then why the same executives are not successful in CFA. The actual problem 

should be searched for rectification. 

ALL ARE LOOK AFTER:-  

No regular executives promotion, all are LOOK-AFTER (L/A). There is no vertical 

promotion in the cadre of JTO, SDE, DE, JAO, AO, etc. hence most of the executives in CTD 

are looking after the higher post for 15-20 years, causing demotivation in their own work.  

FEW ALL-INDIA ISSUES TO BE SOLVED IMMEDIATELY because it create resentment among 

the executives. 

i) AD (OL) Restructuring  

ii) E1 + 5 Increment for JAO 2013 Batch  

iii) 50% MT Quota for CAO Vacancy  

iv) Increase of DGM (F) Post in CTD  

 

We are very much honored because our respected Director (HR & FIN) has come here and 

we extend our sincere gratitude to her and for that reason we are mentioning three main 

demands for which we are struggling now.  

 

(a) Implementation of 3rd PRC report in BSNL with 15% fitment benefit. 

 

After issue of the order by DPE and the last discussion between CMD & our 

association listening the Video conferencing lecture in CWC Trivandrum we kept our faith 

on CMD BSNL and hence not moved for any struggle. We met with Dir/HR, CMD & MOC 

(I/C) in Kolkata and submitted our memorandum, regarding this issue. Already our senior 

ITS officers have got their pay revision as per 7th CPC. So either give us 3rd PRC with 15% 

benefit or allow us to give option for returning to DOT. 

 

 

“PLEASE IMPLEMENT 3RD PRC RECOMMENDATION WITH 15% 

FITMENT BENEFIT IN BSNL”. 
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(i) E2-E3 Pay Scale for JTO/JAO & SDE/AO 

 

We have organized prolonged struggle with AIGETOA in this issue and in the last 

May 2016, it was decided in the meeting with CMD that none will stay 10 years in a single 

scale and as per EPP all should get their promotion just after 5 years each. Accordingly 

BSNL MC approved this change of pay scale from EIA to E2, E2A to E3 and E3 to E4, E4- 

E5 and so on and sent a letter to DOT on 07/06/16 with this proposal. We expect that 

management will keep its word and implement it immediately. 

 

(ii) CPSU Cadre Hierarchy 

 

All the promotion avenues are in stalemate condition. One person in JTO / SDE Cadre 

is continuing for 18-20 years in the same cadre. Only solution of this problem is CPSU 

Cadre Hierarchy as per Khan Committee report. 

We want non post based promotion upto AGM/CAO level and their after post based may be 

considered from DGM level.  We request early implementation of this issue for the interest 

of executives. 

 

(iii) 30% Superannuation Benefit. 

 

This is another point where our association struggled for the last few years. Now 3 to 

5%aditional benefit was approved by BSNL MC, but still we will continue our demand for 

the complete 30% benefit of our DR friends. 

 

Finally I thank everybody for attending this open session of 6th circle conference of 

AIBSNLEA, Calcutta Telephones circle and giving me a patience hearing. 

 

 

 

                                                          

                                PRASUN KUMAR MUKHOPADHYAY           

 

                                       CIRCLE SECRETARY 
 

 

 


